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Abstract. For an independent and Graphical representation of the constraints in distributed 
system parts the fti,r malism of Loo.wl~ Coupled Sy.wlns is recalled. The events in thcsc structures 
are formally derived from symmetrical bilateral restrictions. How the interaction between neigh- 
bouring parts influences processes in these parts is then adequately described by a symmetrical 
transitional structure (slack of hehaciour) in each part. In order also to represent asymmetrical 
types of influence locczl excitement rdatiorzs are introduced by means of which we can determine 
directions of flow and can force processes to leave a siven local stats. The formally extended 
system structures are called It~tt~ractmn Systems (IS). A solution of the Dining Philosophers‘ 
Problem given by Dijkstra in [S] is briefly discussed. In order to demonstrate the flexibility and 
representational power of our graphical tools we then derive a starvation-free solution for that 
problem in a s:cp~*i.w procedure. (We do not assume a global finite-delay property.) We roconsidcl 
:I general problem for distributed processes which access shared resources 12. 131. The solution 
scheme for the special case of Dijkstra’s problem applies at once to thr general case. The 
star vation-freeness of the solution is proved. 
Introduction 
The theory of LooscZy Coupled Systms (LCS) (see [ IO, 11, 13]) is solely based 
on the specification of the interaction between (distributed) system parts. As the 
events in LSCs are completely derived from the specified interaction structure 
(co Istraints) given by cmplirzg refatium we can model an independent aspect of 
behaviour in these terms. The internal behaviour structure of the system parts is 
:*egarded to be induced by interaction with environmental parts. In [IO] a iornsal 
concept was defined by means of which one can express these relationships cc+ 
veniently. Altogether we can so model and analyze a large number of synchroniz- 
ation mechanisms in distributed systems [IO]. 
The interaction primitives in LCSs (cqding relcitions) specify mutual exclusion 
betwee,> states of subsystems. The interna: behaviour structure which is induced 
by coupling relations is symmetrical, being mainly the slack of behaGour which is 
left to the parts under the specified constrair:ts. 
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In order also to deal with asymmetrical influences we introduce additional 
1 asymmetrical) interaction primitives in Section 1, so-called excitenzerzt relatiom. 
The extended formal system structures are called Interaction Sysr~ms. They model 
i~clt[ influences between parts in such a way that there is a certain equilibrium 
between the t~glzrs of the influencing part and its resporzsibilities for the activities 
in the influenced part. Although such a principle is often enough not observed (e.g. 
an interrupt which has not yet been processed can be cancelled by an overlying 
interrupt: So the influencing state may disappear although the infmenced action 
has not yet rj<.curred) we found it very helpful to define a clean formal concept of 
induced behavioral structures, including directions o,f flow and local forces. Also, 
for the ‘rendezvous between two processes in ADA (see [‘?I) or in CSP (see [6]) 
baIanl:ing principles similar to ours are observed. (Modeling the CSP process 
synchronization by ;ise of Interaction Systems has been worked out in a separate 
papct 1[9]r. 
In 151 Dijhstra offered a new solution for the Dining Philosophers’ Problem in 
~-tns of cit,lrllic acticm. Because of the implicit use of mutual exclusion between 
activities of different processes the program structures do not reflect the (cyclic) 
dependency structure wi: h respect to the shared resources. Thus the solution - which 
15 deadlock-free - can immediately !X transferred to a much more general problem 
whcrc the mutual dependency structure is arbitrary. In Section 2: we give a short 
ltrgumcnt which makes it very doubtful whether or not starvation-freer-ess can be 
achieved for Dijkstrir’s program without assumL~g a global finite-delay property. 
I%c ar~umcnt revear s at the same time that one cannot model a starvation-fret 
solution under distributed control solely on the basis of mutual exclusion (coupling) 
relations. In order to dt3monsiratc ihe flexibility of our extended formal tools wt‘ 
then build a solution for that problem by stepwise constructing a suitable interac&>n 
S,\tc:n Lvhich is ctar\ ation-free. We do not assume a global finite-delay property. 
In See tion .? ~‘6’ extend this solution to the general cast’ where the mutual dependency 
~trucfurc with respect to accessing common resources) is an arbitrary graph. We 
prow that this soIuti:m is starvation-free. In Section 3 we discuss our results and 
wmparc them with other existing solutions [ 1, 21. 
1. Interaction systems 
3 
The interdependence between the parts hI and hZ is at first reduced to the mutual 
exclusion of some of their states (phases), the corresponding relation is denoted 
by K(h&) and is called coupling rdatiort between hl and hZ. The relation K which 
contains all pairs of mutually exclusive phases is the union of the K(hlhl) and of 
all relations K(M), I,EB, where (P~,P~)E.K(HI) iff p,,~:!~h and pl#pz. K is 
symmetrical. 
Global system situations are called casts A case is a subset c of phases such that 
(a) v Icnhl= 1; 
iJt H 
(1.2, 
(b) v QI&MK. 
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The set of all cases is denoted by C. Ekwwtztar~ etwrts in a Loosely Coupled System 
are phase transitions in a single part which lead from one case to another one. 
They are therefore represented by a pair (cl, cz), c I, cz E C. 
ic2 - c ,( = 1. Events arc detined by the following postulate: 
Postulate 1.1. &x-y event in an LCS can be decomposed 
elementary ones. 
sLlch that IC i - c*?/ = 
into a scquencc of 
An LCS is then denoted by a quadruple (P, R, C, K,. A simple example is found 
in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. 
The two parts have two phases each. The coupling relation is represented by the 
undirected edge between 1 and 4. The event structure is found in the C’O.W gnr~?fr 
which has the cases as nodes and the elementary events as (undirected!) edges. WC 
mention brietly that two phase transitictns ill -u!~ and [I?-, + are called co~wuw~t 
it1 ~1 (irrAitr0 C’ILW c‘ if-f each of them may occur in C* and (ql, cl?) & K. By that, 
concurrency in LCSs is a basic and loctil property. It means that two events maq 
occur in arbitrary order and even simllltaneously (compare [ 1 O]). A slnck pimsr 
with wspoct to tl sd~.q~.st~v~ S is a phase which is not coupled to any phase in a part 
belonging to S. Starting with the case (1) 3) in Fig. 2 we can see that no event can 
occur in this situation because there is no elementary event activated. By adding 
the slack phase 5 (with rr;spect to the subsystem which contains 6~ only) as shown 
in Fig. 3 we can now pass along the foliowing sequence: (1, 31, (5, 3)) {%4}, (2,4\. 
Thus the slack of hl with r(:spect to hz u’as enlarged. 
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Fig. 3. 
In [IO] a formal concept had been developed in which the influence upon a. part 
coming from its environment can be modelled and analyzed. If we want to under- 
stand the influence upon hl in Fig. 4 which comes from the coupling to b-, we lear I~ 
from the case graph of this LCS that e.g. from phase 1 one cannot immediatety 
reach 3 (similxly for phases 2,3,4). Altogether one can step around in bi as 
indicated by the undirected edges in Fig. 5 if we assume that certain intermediate 
steps in b2 can occasionally occur between two transitions in bl. But this is no 
problem since no restriction has been specified which prevents 62 from acting in 
the indicakd manner. 
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Fig. 5. 
:~I1 relat:onal structures, i.e. the coupling relations and the induced relations in 
the parts WC Fig. 5) are symmetrical. In order to refine our lzilguage we: introduce 
il~‘W y-xCi:ication elements: 
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( 1) In c, b2 is forced by bl to leave 4 ; 
(2) As long as 62 has not left 4, 6, cannot leave p. 
With the notations above q is an excited or unstable phase, p is an exciting phase, 
A case c is called unstable iff it contains an excited (and thus an exciting) phase, 
Otherwise c is called stable. As a typical example one may consider a job which 
sends a request for resource allocation: Under normal circumstances the requested 
resources will be allocated after some while but as long as this has not been done 
the job has to wait. As another example, if an ADA task reaches an accept statement 
it has to wait until another task calls the corresponding entry in the task head. 
Then a rendezvous occurs after which the calling task is free after execution of ithe 
accept statement. The interaction between tasks in ADA is ccmpletel I based on 
this rendezvous technique (see [J]). 
Given a case c E C and p E b we call p free with respect to c iff ( p, p’) 6f K for b ’ f: b and 
I 
{P 1 := c n b’. (A free phase with respect to c is occasionally reachable from c by a 
single phase transition.) 
Assuming distributed control or partial autonomy of the system parts we cannot 
expect that a local influence from b 1 on b2 (like arl excitation) will have an observable 
effect (because b2 might successf%ly resist to leave the excited phase). In order to 
define the global effect of the lo&l excitations we formulate some behavioral rules 
which we regard as a kind of locad stability axioms : 
Axiom 1.1. If p E b is excited in c and if phases in 6 are free with respect ‘lo c 
then h will go after some while into one of these free phases unless they are 
excluded by phase transitions in pJrts 6’ Z b. 
Axiom 1.2. If p E b is excited in c then b will g3 to another excited phase only if 
no stable phase is free with respect to c. 
Axiom 1.3 (Induced forces). If 6 is forced in c to leave an e:lrcited phase p and if 
no other phase in h is free w.r.t. c then 6 forces the parts b’# b to leave their 
corresponding phase p’ in c n 6’ in case that $ excludes a transition from p. 
In order to keep track of the partial autonomy of the parts we introduce an 
explicit concept of (locd ) decisiorzs : 44 
Dl. A part (7 in a phase p may decide to go to an arbitrary pha.se q E b in the 
sense that h would go to q without a decision only in case b was forced to leave 
I? and (1 was a free phase. This decision may be cancelled before h goes to 4, by 
one of the following three reasons: 
(a) b is forced to leave p, q is not free while CJ’# q is free; 
(b) h is forced to leave p, q is free but not stable while q’ f q is stable and free; 
(c) q is free but b cannot “leave p because it excites qk b’. 
In case of (a) and (b), h would have to cancel its decision and react to the force. 
02. When the decision to go to q has been cancehed b may ;ake a new decision 
unless i? would have to react to a force. 
D3. Thrre may be parts h whi n are not able to make decisions to go to a phase 
y. They are called iszrrt. 
(Typical examples for inert parts would be purely functional units (hardware 
components). Let 31 be the subset of inert parts irz B. We shall mainly use them in 
order to construct formal control mechanisms.) 
TM. If a non-inert part h has decided to go to a phase q, b cannot go to q’ f q unless 
the decision to go to q has been cancelled before. After a decision to go to q, b 
would LO after some whik unless the decision has been cancelled. 
In order to trace the Irxal decisions in a formal behaviour concept one could 
introduce-for each h E &-mappings of the form 
t?t% )! p 1 = 0 would indicate that /J is not in ,D, ITI (b)( p J = q wcjuld indicate that I? 
ha5 rlccided to go to q: rzt(h}( p) = 1 would mean that i? is in p but has not (yet) 
dccideci to lc~vt’ p. {Such a mapping could be called a mvkirrg of h.) 
H~WCSLX, the tinduccd) process structures in the parts which artx-cgardcd in this 
pq~- arc simpk enough for neglecting such formalistic details. Instead. wt’ sha’l 
hc :vorc ~ctnc~sncd here with zplaining and exemplifying the ideas which @t-c: ris(: 
10 \u& ;i formal framework. 
delegation of dt*cision or of responsibility as a basic aspect should consequently 
have a basic and explicit notion for Local forces (and for their absence). (In our 
case this is the excitement relation.) So our formal framework is not only related 
to a mainly physical context of (local) forces but even more to fundamental 
behavioral aspects of socio-technical systems. 
In a mechanical system the parts tend to enter a stable equilibrium state (regarding 
the potential energy). This is a partial motivation for Axiom 1.2. Axioms 1.3, 1.4 
and 1.5 specify how forces are propagated in case that a stable situation cannot be 
reached at once in an excited part. Due to Axiom 1.3 forces might be propagated 
over coupled parts. The effect of such a propagation wave might even induce a 
force in the initially exciting p’arts -which is often a highly undesirable phenomenon 
in real systems. One main goal in our theory is therefore to find and investigate 
formal methods by which such phenomena could be detected or avoided in a formal 
specification. 
An idea behind Axioms 1.2 and 1.3 is that a pari h which is not inert will ,%!/~IH* 
his ONW decisions (and in this way perform ‘spontaneous’ aciions for an outside 
observer). This slack of decisicn is limited only in cases where b is forced to leave 
a phase: Even if b had decided to go to a follower phase 4 the decision would 
have to be cancelled in case 4 is not free or ‘appropriate’ with respect to Axiom 
1.2 (compare Dlta) anc+ 31(b) and Axioms 1.1 and 1.2). With this rontexl in 
mind it is not very difficult to see that there is no contradiction between the axiom:-;. 
Under the assumptions of Axiom 1.1 some other events in parts h’ f II may occur 
before p is left. (These may even prevent r5 from leaving p!). Due to Definition 
1.1(2 I this has no influence on the excitation of p. Axiom 1.1 may bc regarded as 
a HIV:: artd lord form of a finite-&lay property because after a finite (loc:& time 
I-, would always have to enter one of the free phases (even if !J had previous11 
decided to enter a phase which currently is not free). Axiom 1.5 is weak in the 
sense that b has only a very weak influence on the other parts (among which some 
might exclude follower phases in b L 
Tne example in Fig. 6 is the standard construction for LCSs by which the transition 
p + q is absolutely excluded (as well as 4 -+ p 1. Replacing the coupling edge between 
q and 2 by the excitement arrow (2,4) we see (Fig. 7) that p + cl is possible now 
(if wc start from the stable case {p, 2}) but 4 has to be left after some while (and 
will do so due to Axi,i>rn 1.1 ). 
If WC’ rc\*crsc the arrow in Fig. 7 and define b’ to he inert WC COUIC to the 
Interaction System in Fig. 8 thy underscoring 11’ we indica,c th;lt I)’ is inert) ifi 
which 17 + 4 may occur starting from (11, 2) (after G hat; tiecide’d to go to 4 1. 
Afterwards 4 excites 2, and after some while: h’ will go to 1 (Axiom 1.1) and remain 
there (because of its inertia); b can leave 4 but 4 -+p cannot occur. Thus b can go 
from ~7 to 4- this is not enforced-but it cannot directly go back to p. 11-1 mm 
&tail: If /I being in 4 would decide to go back to p then I,’ would be forced to go 
to 2 again (Axiom I .l), and hence h could not leave 4: h could then camd the 
f(jrrner decisilsn (D 1 tcr) ar,d take a different one in order to leave 4. 
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Fig. 7. 
Fig. 6. 
If we start in {1,3,6} in Fig. 9 where h‘* is inert then 62 is forced to go to 4; 4 
is not free with respect to {1,3,6} as 4 is coupled to 6. SO 63 is forced to go to 5 
(Axiom 1.3 1. This wiil happen after some while (Axioms 1.1 and 1.5). 
- Fig. 5. 
Fig. 8. 
Summarizing up the discusslion along Fig. 7, Fig. 8 ‘lnd Fig. 9 we see that in 
Interaction Systems a phase transition mt7_v occur only if it is compatible with the 
mutual exclusion structure ard if it does riot violate Definition 1.1(2). A transition 
may bc enforced or not, antI the reverse transition may be excluded (so we can 
induce directions of activity in the parts). 
btation 1.1. The case graph of an Interaction System has the cases as nodes and 
:m arrow from one case to another one iff a phase transition rrztry occur which 
tr;mciforms thtz first into the second case. The corresponding arrow will be crossed 
b> ;l little 13ar iff by the represented transition an excited phase p is left, i.e. where 
((1, p I E E for some q in the case to be transformed by the discussed transition. An 
arrow will be dotted iff it describes a phase transition in an inert part. (Note that 
:;uch a transition may occur only if it is enforced by an excitement arrow or an 
induced force (through coupling edges).) 
Different from other formal systems theories we have an explicit notion of (10cal) 
forces in our formal stuctures. The case graph as o ztermined in Notation 1.1 traces 
the possible changes in a system without describing the etfect of forces and their 
propagation,. In addition to this aspect of behaviour the Axioms 1.1 to 1.5 together 
i\pith D 9, DZ, D3, D4 help us to discuss the new dynamic aspect of forces and so 
to predict which changes eventually rs?ll occur in Interaction Systems. (In a formal 
concept of behaviour including markings of parts as mentioned above the cases 
with phases p E h would be replaced by values ~(h)(p) labelled with p, thus 
rq:.escnting :1 ‘decision state’ of the Interaction System.) In order to display this 
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to some extent we shall briefly discuss two extensions of the LC? in Fig. 4 which 
will also be of special interest in Section 2. They are to be found in Fig. 10 and 
Fig. 11, respectively, together with their case graphs. If we want to describe the 
influence which 62, by its connection to 61 in Fig. 10, imposes on the behaviour of 
6], we easily derive, on the basis of our axioms, the internal transitional structure 
in Fig. 12 from the case graph m Fig. 10. (The meaning of a crossed arrow in Fig. 
12 is that the corresponding transition is enforced by an environmental part.) 
Looking at the case graph in Fig. 11 we see that b1 is not excited to execute 1 + ?. 
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Fig. 10. Fig. 11. 
Also 2 + 1 cannot occur immediately after 1 --, 2. Also, bZ may decide in 5 to enter 
8. After reaching 8, b would be forced to go back to 1. Howevet, if we regard 62 
to be inert then 5 + 8. will never occur in this system (see the corresponding case 
graph in Fig. 13). Consequently we would in this new Interaction System end up 
with the pattern of behaviour which is found in Fig. UC. 
Fig. 12. Fig. 13. Fig. 14. 
IO 
2. The dining philosophers 
H. Wedde 
In a sequence of famous problems [3,3] the Dining Philosophers’ problem was 
to be solved without a central control mechanism, without any assumption on relation 
speeds of processe,i. or on geographical or timely distances. In [S] Dijkstra describes 
a solution of this problem by a little program related to the graphical structure in 
Fig. 15. Here the nodes correspond to philosophers, and two nodes are connected 
Fig. 15. 
if the corresponding philosophers are neighbours. The programs are cycles of the 
foilowing form: 
do THINK; 
A : (direct outgoing arrows towards all non-thinking reighbours): 
H: (await no outgoing arrows then EAT}: 
C: {I-eJmVe all incoming arrow heads of incident edges); 
od 
These programs are very short and elegant because of the use of the alornic ack~ts 
A, 13, and C In [S] it is proved that the solution is deadlock-free. Considering the 
possibility of individual starvation let us assume that initially all philosophers arc 
thinking. After some while $1 1, piz 2, p/z 3 come close to the end of their thinking 
action while p&l and ph 5 are assumed to remain thinking for the rest of our 
&_ussion. 
Let plz 2 be very fast compared with his neighbours ph 1 and ph 3. So he will 
bccomc hungry very soon and will enter his section A while p/z 1 and p/z 3 are still 
thinking. As J is an atomic action we are sure that during its execution neither 
[Jz 1 nor p/r 3 will enter their section A: Otherwise ph 2 would have to interrupt the 
cxccution of his section A4 and direct outgoing arrows either to p/r 1 or to ph 3. 
Thus plr 2 excludes pll 1 and p/r3 from entering their section A. After p/12 has 
cs;ecutcd ~1, p/z 1 and p/z3 might leave their thinking section. But it is conceivable 
tt~t ;?/I 2 is fast enough to successiveiv pass through its sections B and C and even 
tlir(jugh THINK again before ph 1 and ph 3 have left their THINK section. So our 
argumentation starts to be repeatable, and hence p/r Z and ph 3 would starve under 
tfit‘ic s,~ccial assumptions on the relative speeds. Another argumentation could 
c:Gl>F be based on the assumption of a coalition of plz 1 and p/z 3 against ph 2 which 
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would lead to a starvation of ph 2. In both cases the mutual exclusion of the sectioirs 
A makes it impossible to avoid starvation under distributed control, without further 
constraints on the interaction of the philosophers. By use of our new interaction 
primitives we shall stepwise construct an Interacrion System which meets the 
problem requirements. 
The first step is found in Fig. 16. Here the relevant sections of activities (phases) 
of the philosophers are chosen to be thinking (t) and eating (e) between which 
they may alternate. This system is clearly deadlock-free. But again one easily finds 
Fig. 16. 
out that ph 2 will starve once ph 1 and ph 3 form a coalition against him, In order 
to guarantee that a philosopher who has indicated his interest to eat cannot be 
prevented from doing so’after a finite time we introduce phases rgi and ci for each 
pki, plus an infernal (induced) stucture as it is shown in Fig. 17 (in direct analogy 
Fig. 17. 
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to Dijkstra’s program structure). rgi is called the registration phase, ci is called the 
ckaring phase for p/C. The internal structure in phi corresponds to that in Fig. 14. 
As explained there it could be realized by connecting an additional inert part to 
p/Ii as shown in Fig. 11. (Note that phi is never forced to leave ti !i 
Whenever phi has reached its phase ci in Fig. 17 the effect of the excitement 
arrows going out of ci is that phi has to wait until the neighbour parts have 
occasionally left their phases rg(i - 1) and rg(i + l), respectively (i - 1 and i + 1 are 
taken module 5 ). So a hungry philosopher phi can (in rgi) indicate his interest to 
eat at any time (!), and a coalition against him could not work in the way as 
,descri bed above. 
Starting in the case (tl. t2, . . . , t5) we assume the following development: ph3, 
ph4, ph 5 remain in their initial phase while ph 1 be much faster than ph 2 on the 
way to the eating phase. After some while ph2 will be in rg2. When ph 1 has 
reached c 1 under these circumstances it will be stopped. Let us assume that ph 1 
becomes very slow now (after so many efforts) whereas the process in ph2 starts 
to rush through its cycle. Then it is conceivable that ph2 has reached rg2 again 
before ph 1 has left c 1. Consequently ph 1 could starve now. In order to escape 
this danger we introduce excitement arrows fccrn the eating to the neighbour 
clearing phases as shown in Fig. 18. 
FIN. 18. 
(‘mtinuing the discussion above we see that /‘II 2, after starting from rg 3, cannot 
lcavt’ the nexP phase ~72 unless [j/z 1 has left ~7 1. Thus there is no danger for ph 1 
to starve any more. Even if the process in ~112 would become very slow now and 
if thr: process in ph 1 would begin to rush through its c!~cle again there is no danger 
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for ph 2: Before ph 1 could enter e 1, ph 2 has to leave e2, due to the coupling edge 
between e 1 and e2. 
There is an uncomfortable regulation for ph 2 at this point of discussion: Occasion- 
ally ph 2 would be bound to remain in e2 (eating) until ph 1 (or maybe ph 3) has 
left c 1 (or c3), respectively. In order to prevent the philosophers to be gorged one 
could split the eating section of each phi into three phases ei, rli, c’i where rli is 
to be a relax plzase and c’i is to be another clearing activity (see Fig. 19). 
l)h i 
Fig. 19. 
(The extended internal structure in Fig. 19 can be realized by an extended 
standard construction corresponding to that in Fig. 11.) An intuitive idea for this 
step is to separate the functions of the previous eating phase ei (eating arzd exciting 
c (i - 1 ), c ii + 1)) by distributing them among the ‘particles’ ei and c’i (which border 
the section ei ++rZi +w’i). ei would be coupled to its neighbour eating phases. In 
the same way c’i would be coupled to its neighbour phases of the form c’/‘. Thus 
the access to the sections ei ++ rli ++ c’i would still be mutually exclusive for neigh- 
hours (as well as the capability to leave this section). (In this way the processes are 
occasionally prevented from passing a neighbour.) In order to allow a part phi to 
leave his eating phase at any time one needs one additional phase between ei and 
c’i, just rli : This phase is not coupled to any phase (and therefore a slack phase 
(see Section ‘_)). There would be excitement arrows from c’i to the neighbour 
phases of the form cj. Finally, rgi would excite the neighbour phases of the form 
rv, ci would excite the neighbour phases rgi (as before). 
If we understand ci to be the activity in which all forks are released by phi we 
are led to the more detailed description where we have - instead of ci - two phases 
ci(i - 1) and ci (i + I ) (i - 1 and i + 1 regarded modulo 5) in which phi releases the 
fork for ph(i - 1) or ph (i + l), respectively. As phi would then interact with one 
neighbour only in each of these phases we would split up’ the corresponding 
interaction edges as shown in Fig. 20. (The new internal structure in phi-which 
is displayed for ph 1 in Fig. 20-will be explained in the next section.) 
3. The generalized problem 
It is not very difficult to see that for an arbitrary initial situation in Fig. 20 each 
philosopher can (or will) enter the next phase after some while. In this section we 
want to point out that we have so far already modeled the solution scheme for a 
14 H. Wedde 
Fig. 20. 
considerably more general interaction problem under distributed control. This 
problem was already addressed or discussed earlier (e.g. [ 1,2]?. We shall reconsider 
the problem and then prove the correctness of our proposed solution. 
WC consider a set of n subsystems pit 1, . . . , ph. In each of these parts there is 
a critical section in which the processes occasionally use shared resources in a 
mutuaiiy exclusive way, Under the constraints which were listed at the beginning 
of Section 2 for the special case of the 5 philosophers, a starvation-free solution 
is solicited. 
Let us denote the critical section of phk by 4, the ‘remainder section’ by tk. If 
we define two parts to be neighbours if they use common resources the simple 
cycle for the special problem case in Fig. 15 is turned now into an arbitrary graph 
structure. In particular, we denote the neighbourhood phk hy N( phk ) and write 
!a) ;V(p/zkj =K (yJhk(k l),phk(kZ), . . . ,phk(kid}. 
In direct ana!ogy to the special case in Section 2, we introduce auxiliary phases in 
pM such that 
i b I phk =: (ck tk 1 t, . . . . ck (kik ), tk, rgk, ck, rlk, c 'k }. 
+-w/k +-+c’k +-wk(k 1). 
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In our language this is realized by connecting phk to an inert control part stk in a 
standard way as shown in Fig. 2 1. The dotted edges here represent local compatibil- 
ity between phk and stk (the local complement of the coupling relation 
K(phk, stk)), the arrow heads indicate excitations. (Note that there is no arrow 
into tk, also that stk is not in N(phk)!) 
ckfkl 1 c,.(k?) zktkik) tk rgk 
‘i t_x 
Fig. 21. 
Let /J ephk. For the purpose of simplicity we only define connections between 
the phk, k ~(1,. . . , n} (taking the connections between phk and stk as k~x*wn 
from Fig. 21): 
i 
(4 p +k,c’kI, 
(d) 2(p) := {e(kl)ll sI<ik}, p =ek, 
{c’(kl)ll sZQ}, p =c’k; 
p E {tk, ek, r/k}, 
{rg(kO}, p = ck (kt), 1 s I s iL, 
(rl[kl)llsS 1 Sk}, p = rgk, 
({c(kl)k Ildsk), p =c’k. 
Comparing (d) and (e) with the relations in Fig. 20 we can at once see that in the 
general case we have just the same bilateral relational schemes as in the special 
case. With these definitions we formulate the main result. 
Theorem 3.1. For the Interaction System (P, B, BI, C, K, E) where B = 
(phk[k=l,..., rt)u(stk(k=l,..., n) and BI=(stk(k=l,..., n) and where K 
a,td E are defined iit (d), (e) and by Fig. 21, the following holds : 
AH arbitrary part phk being irz arz arbitrary phase p carmot be prewnted forecer 
from lcacing p. 
Proof. (0) phk, 1 s k G 12, is obviously never prevented by a part phj from leaving 
tk or ek: The follower phase rgk (or rlk) can be entered at any time, and 
I?({& ek) I= kj. 
(1 I Let us assume that phk, 1 c k c n, prevents a part: in N( phk j, without loss 
of generality ph (k 1), from leaving one of its phases. phk would be in one of the 
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phases ck (k l), rgk, ek, rlk, c’k. Correspondingly phk (k 1) would be in c’(k 1 ), 
c(kl)k, rg(kl), rg(kl), rZ(kl), respectively. Whenever phk has then left one of the 
mentioned phases it cannot return to the same phase (i.e. after completing the 
internal cycle) unless ph (k 1) has left the initially locked phase: phk would at latest 
be stopped in rlk, c’k, ck(k l), ck(k l), rgk, respectively (due to the definition of K 
and E). 
(2) Assume that for 15 k -S rz, phk is in ck(k 1) and cannot leave this phase in 
a case co E CL Due to the definition of E we know that for ph (k 1): rg (I’; 1) E co. 
(3) If ph (k 1) cannot leave rg(.k 1) then there are parts ph CZ’ l), ph (i2), . . . , ph (is) E 
Nfptr(k I>), .F g itk,, such that co contains either e(iZ) or d(d), 2 = 1, . . . , s. Because 
of (0) ph (il) can leave I at any time. So we may restrict ourselves to the situation 
where ph b’l) is in the phase rZ(iZ), Z = 1, . , . , s, and cannot leave rZ(iZ) for Z = 1,. . . , s’ 
and .+- s (without loss of generality). 
(4, Then we may assume that for every ph (ill we have just 
pltrjl11,ph( J-121,. . ,ph(jfs&dV(ph(iZ) such that c’jll, c’j/2,. . . , c’jk; EC,,. As in 
(2) we may assume that ph CjZ 1 ), ph (92 ), . . . , ph (jZr,j, rl s s ;, cannot leave 
(*‘i/ 1, c’jl2, . . . , c’jlr/. Therefore we have, for every i and 1 G ttz 5 rl: 
phlgZm 1 ),phrgZnz2), . . . , pk ( ghtt,n ) E N ( ph ( jznz 1) such that c(glm 1 )(jlnz 1, 
c*lgfrn 2)r jlnz ), . . . , c(~h~,,* )(jhz ) E c’(). As our assumption was t!lat p/z (k 1) is locked 
in rxtk 1 I we know that ph tk 1) & {ph (jlnz ) 11 5~. nz s rl, 1s I G s}. Consequently 
c,k (k 1 ) @ (c I glnz 1 H jlm ), c’ (glm 2)( jlm ), . . . , c 1 ~Iw,,, )( jlr?z }). 
15 I ?krc WC’ have r-cached the end of the causal chain under the assumption tha: 
ill L, ;)lrk cailnot leave ck tk 1): The only phase which is excited by c\gknrf’H jZm ), 
f 1 t . . . l I,,,. is r,g:l i ur ) which is MU in ctl (see (4)). As the follower phases of 
(‘1 qlrrhr jhz I art’ accessible at any time p/l (gZrtrf) will go to the next phase after _ 
$tjrnc while. One of the possibly remaining parts in NC p/z (jlrlz )), say p/l &/HI!:,, 1, 
!I,@(l,. . . , I,,, ), may succeed to go to c (g/r?&; +,‘li~ ) before pl? (jZm ) has left c’(jb~ ) 
/compare (411. This does not cause any complication: None of the [j/z (g/~/7, 
i.- 11.. . . , ‘I I,,,. r:,,}. can enter c(g/~~_/‘)(jl~z) again unless ph (jlm ) has left c’(jbn) 
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(according to (1)). As a result ph (jlm ) cannot be prevented from leaving c’( jfm ), 
and due to its internal structure it will do so. (The follower phase-which is of the 
form c ( jh )( Zy )Gs accessible at any iime.) 
(6) Due to (1) theph(jlm), l~\n s ~1, would not be able to again prevent ph (il) 
from leaving rl(il) unless ph (il) has left this phase in a follower case of co. If in the 
meantime one of the remaining parts in N( ph (ii)), say ph (jhn’), m’ & (1, . . . , r,} 
[compare (4)], has entered c’(jM) and is prevented from leaving this phase then 
we repeat the argumentation in (4) and (5) and so convince ourselves that ph ijlnz’) 
will be allowed after some while to leave c’(jlm’) (and will do so). Altogether 
ph (if), 1 s I 5 s’, cannot be prcl’p* . -.,ted after some while from leaving rl(iZ), 2nd it 
will do SC due to its internal structure. 
(7) In the meantime some parts of the form ph (il’), I’& (1, . . . , s’}, might have 
entered their phase rZ(iZ’) and be prevented from leaving this phase. (Consequently 
ph(k 1) would not yet be released.) But then we may argue along (3), (4), (5), (h), 
and we end dp with the result that after some while ph(il’) can no longer be 
prevented from leaving rl(il’): This can be done because the argumentation above 
is in general terms and does not contain any special assumption on the parts (e.g. 
regarding cyclic connections). Due to (1) we conclude that eventually ph (k 1) cannot 
be locked in rp(k 1) forever. According to (1) each of the ph lil) is stopped at latest 
in c(il)(k 1) a> long as ph(k 1) is in rg(k 1). So, as a consequence of an assumption 
in (31, none cf the ph (il) can eventually enter e($ as long as ph (k I ) has not left 
rg(k 1): Thus e(k 1) is eventually accessible, and pCr (k 1) will enter it according to 
its internal st ucture induced by sr(k I). 
(8) As ph! c 1) is the only part which may prevent phk from leaving ck(k 1) we 
learn from (7 I that phk will eventually leave ck (k 1) - also according to ( I, ) and to 
the internal structure induced by stk. 
(9) Ifphkiiinoneofthephasesdifferentfromck(kl),cktk2),...,ck(il),ri,uk, 
i.e. phk is in pgk, rlk, c’k. then we begin an argumentation in corresponding terms 
at (3), (3), (4:, respectively. After (7), (6), (S), respectively we can conclude then 
that phk cannot be prevented forever from leavir ‘: the mentioned phases. 
This completes the proof. ‘-1 
4. Discussion and conclusion 
Because of its detailed discussion the proof of starvation-freeness looks a bit 
lengthy. However, the main idea behind is extremely simple (and, by the way, 
easily derivable from the graphical representation in Fig. 20): We check the longest 
possible causal chain by which phk may be prevented from leaving a given phase. 
By corzstrrdon this chain has only 4 members. 
Chang’s solution of the Dining Philosophers’ Problem [l] does not use a global 
corttrol mechanism. It is based on message passing, so one needs at most some kind of 
focai authority (arbiter) in order to implement the algorithm (e.g. in order to decide 
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whether a message got Iost or not). On the other hand, the solution concept heavily 
depends on the structure of the neighbourhood graph in that also those philosophers 
who are not neighbours of two given connected philosophers get involved in the 
rcgu/ation of bilateral relationships. This is even more so for the generalized problem. 
I)evifIers and Lauer offered a solution for the generalized problem of Section 3 
[2j by introducing asymmetrical ahwance counters. There is clearly a close 
f:mi)iarity between the relations which are induced in [2] between the states of 
neighbours by use of the allowance counters, and our interaction relations between 
two parts. Except for the initialization phase of the distributed system in [2]-where 
e.g. a cycle of controlIers has to be avoided-one does not need a global control 
mechanism: The strategy of each process depends only on its neighbours. This is 
a!sct he case in our solution because the model of Interaction Systems is completely 
based on iad inleractiuvl primitives: We have two different types of static biIateraI 
relations and axioms (Axioms 1.1 to 1 S) which determine their operational seman- 
tics. (Hence we have a graphical modeling tool including even behavioral asprcts 
completely. ! 
WC wanted to point )Jut how transparent and flexible our formal modeling 
instruments are. So we designed, in Section 2, a solution for the 5 philosophers in 
a .w~Iw~Fc’ procedure. Although we have an interaction language we are able to 
model 1 induced I flow structures in the parts. There seems to be no special advantage 
to model just a simple cycle in the phk in this manner. (How the concept of induced 
patterns of bchaviour can be used in general is worked out to some extent in [S].) 
~iowc~-, in this induced structure ii is left to the parts phk to leave their thinking 
phase or to stay there (while O~ICX transitions are forced to occur: compare also 
thy discussion after Axiom 1.3. This would be conceivable if the ‘normal‘ job of 
the proccsscs in plrk would be done in the phase rk and if only in some worst 
c’;isc --which would arise e.g. by influences from a non-visible part of the environ- 
mint--pllk would be forced to go to ek. In the solution represented in Fig. 20, 
~~siorn I. I implies that a philosopher has no irltuxal difficulties to leave a given 
phase once he is forced from outside to do so. This is a very rtwk md h-cd form 
of the finite-delay property. As the interaction between any two philosophers in 
action 2 does not depend on the special neighbourhood graph-if one neglects 
thy multiplicity of the phases ck (it I---- the intctaction scheme is unchanged (and so 
an WM~~LJ?~C I when WC consider the general ~~~~hlern case in section 3. 
I%c tfiscussion around Dijkstra’s program in Section 2 gives already the fcclin!: 
that for interaction problems of the tvpe which is dealt with here one cannot a’ * 
h WTICZ time guarantee starvation-freeness and avoid global control mechanism L 
if: arj implementation, purelv on the basis of mr~t~d c.\-clrrsior~ (semaphores). T~;Is _ 
US confirmed during stimulating discussions which the author had with Michael 
riat,in in 19X I. and it Icd to another motivation for our additional excitement 
:&ifjonc. ~~~wwwI-, in this way the discussion about implementation of the interac- 
~LVI $tru~turc’s i  typicdilv ;i discussion about the widest possible distribution of 
4 wtr4. t ~S’C !?;l\ c :tlrcadv pointed out in [ 91 how the excitement primitives can be 
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implemented in a multiprocessor environment by use of operations like COMPARE 
AND SWAP in the IBM assembler code.) With the help of a recent distributed 
algorithm by Winkowski [14] we have meanwhile succeeded (with J. Winkowski 
and A. Maggiolo-Schettini) to design an implementation scheme for the model of 
Interaction Systems essentially in terms of local message passing between intercon- 
nected partners and under minimal local control (basically an arbiter function, e.g. 
in order to decide whether a message got lost or not). This is matter of a separate 
publication and of experimental investigations. 
Besides that, there is al, .)ngoing work to use our methodology of interaction as 
a tool which admits a furwznl specification of design requirements e:ven at a very 
early design stage in case of large socio-technical systems. This is a consequence 
of the fact that our ‘language’ is based on negative and Zocnl interaction relations 
in terms of which many of the early known or fixed requirements for such systems 
(e.g. resource constraints) can conveniently be modelled in a flexible (interactive) 
way. This is beyond the scope of a purely theoretical discussion and will be published 
elsewhere. 
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